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Wildfire: During the Fire

Though wildfires are very difficult to predict, certain conditions are more favorable for their development
than others – particularly extended periods of hot, dry weather and drought. Keep in mind also that
wildfires, once they start, can shift and change direction quickly. If you find yourself facing the threat of a
wildfire, follow these tips.
Put together an emergency kit that includes a three-day supply of drinking water and food you don't have
to refrigerate or cook; first aid supplies; a portable NOAA weather radio; a wrench and other basic tools; a
flashlight; work gloves; emergency cooking equipment; portable lanterns; fresh batteries for each piece of
equipment; clothing: blankets; baby items; prescription medications; extra car and house keys; extra
eyeglasses; credit cards and cash; important documents, including insurance policies.

Inside your home


If you have time, close all windows, vents, doors, window coverings and heavy drapes, to
prevent drafts.



Place waterproofed valuables in water, such as a bathtub, pool or pond.



Shut off all utilities if possible, including bottled gas.



Open your fireplace damper and close fireplace screens.



Be ready to evacuate all family members and pets when instructed to do so by your local
officials.
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Move any flammable furniture to the center of your home, away from windows and glass
doors.



Turn on a light in each room to improve visibility, if needed, in heavy smoke.

Outside your home


If you have time, seal all attic and ground vents with pre-cut plywood or commercial seals.



Turn off all propane gas tanks (for heating and outdoor grills).



Place any combustible or flammable patio furniture inside.



Connect garden hoses to outside taps, but use them only if you have not been advised to
evacuate and you have time to wet your roof and outdoor shrubs.



Place running lawn sprinklers on the roof and near any above-ground fuel tanks.



Gather your stored fire tools, including shovels, axes, extinguishers and buckets.

If you are advised to evacuate, do so immediately


Wear protective clothing, such as sturdy shoes, cotton or wool clothing, long pants, a longsleeve shirt, gloves and a handkerchief to protect your face.



Lock your home and take your disaster supply kit with you.



Tell a friend or relative when you leave and where you are going.



Choose an evacuation route away from any fire hazards. Watch for changes in the speed and
direction of fire and smoke.

If you see a fire


You cannot outrun a fire. If you find yourself near a wildfire, crouch in a pond or river.



Cover your head and upper body with wet clothing. If water is not nearby, look for shelter in a
cleared area or among a bed of rocks.



Lie flat and cover your body with wet clothing or soil, and breathe the air closest to the ground
through a wet cloth to avoid scorching lungs or inhaling smoke.
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Know your terms
Some of the terms used to describe wildfires in weather forecasts include:
Surface fires: The most common type of wildfire, surface fires move slowly and burn along the forest
floor, killing and damaging vegetation.
Ground fires: Usually started by lightning, ground fires burn on or below the forest floor through the root
system of the surrounding trees.
Crown fires: These fires spread by wind, moving quickly across the tops of trees.
Santa Ana winds: The name given to gusty northeast or east winds that occur in Southern California
during the fall and winter months. Santa Ana winds are often hot and dry, which greatly aggravates fire
danger in forests and brush lands.
Conflagration: A large and destructive fire, typically aggravated by strong winds that carry burning debris
over natural or artificial barriers.
Dry thunderstorm: Typically a thunderstorm with a high altitude base, in which thunder and lightning are
observed but from which little or no rain reaches the ground.
Red flag warning: Conditions are favorable for the development and spread of wildfires.
Fire danger rating: An estimation of fire potential based on weather forecasts and other elements
affecting fire potential, including wind speed, temperature and estimates of dead-fuel moisture in the local
area.
Fire weather: Indicates a combination of weather conditions that favor the kindling and spread of forest
or brush fires. Typically, this includes low humidity and a lack of recent precipitation.
Be Prepared
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SKYbrary

Ground Operations
Definition
Aircraft Operational Safety depends upon Ground Operations which support the avoidance of
accidents both during ground operations and which arise subsequently as a result of ground
operations. It therefore involves all aspects of aircraft handling at the airport as well as aircraft
movement around the aerodrome except when on active runways. Runway Incursion is covered
by a separate Category.

Safety Challenges
The safety challenges of ground operations are partly to do directly with those operations, for
example:
Ensuring that aircraft are not involved in collisions with other aircraft when moving and that the
jet efflux from large aircraft does not hazard small ones.
Ensuring that aircraft are not damaged by debris left on the aircraft maneuvering areas.
Ensuring safe parking and docking of aircraft.
Minimizing impact damage to parked aircraft and ensuring that any such impact, however
apparently minor, is reported and subject to maintenance inspection as appropriate prior to any
further flight operation
Maintaining adequate surface friction on maneuvering areas
Provision of adequate signage, markings and lighting so that aircraft are able to follow their taxi
clearances properly.
Providing ATM capability which matches the complexity of ground operational movements.
However, even more importantly, ground operations are about preparing aircraft for departure in
such a way that the subsequent flight will be safe too, for example:
Correct loading of the aircraft, and especially of its cargo and baggage, including any
Dangerous Goods
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Correct communication of aircraft loading information to the aircraft commander sufficient and
verified fuel of adequate quantity and quality and the correct use of ground de/anti icing facilities
where appropriate.
Much of the activity required in connection with aircraft handling or ground service provision, a
lot of which can have a direct bearing on the safety of flight, is often dealt with by a collection of
contractors and sub contractors rather than people employed directly by the Aircraft Operator.
Such arrangements require that effective Quality Assurance systems are used by both the
Aircraft Operator and the various service providers. Many of the issues associated with human
factors for highly trained professionals also apply to the various unlicensed operatives who both
carry out and operationally supervise the various aircraft ground handling tasks when the
aircraft is on or in the vicinity of its parking stand or gate.

Safety Improvement Initiatives
IATA has recently begun to promote their ‘IATA Safety Audit for Ground Operations’ ISAGO
which aims to extend the IOSA concept to aircraft ground service provision in the belief that it
will help raise overall safety standards amongst the large numbers of service providers involved.
The Flight Safety Foundation launched its Ground Accident Prevention program (GAP) in 2003
to develop information and products, "e-tools", to eliminate accidents and incidents that occur
on airport ramps (aprons) and adjacent taxiways, and during the movement of aircraft into and
out of hangars, and that directly affect airport operations and/or result in personnel injuries or
damage to serviceable aircraft, facilities or ground-support equipment.
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FAA and Industry FIRC Meeting
On March 28, the FAA met with Flight Instructor Refresher Course (FIRC) providers and stakeholders during the
2012 Sun ‘n Fun Fly-In and Expo in Lakeland, Fl. The meeting, moderated by FIRC program manager and Aviation
Safety Inspector (ASI) Jeffrey Smith and ASI Mark Giron, included an address from the GA and Commercial Division
manager Mel Cintron. The overall purpose of the presentation was to continue the dialogue between the FAA and the
FIRC community. The FAA firmly believes such open communication will continue to support a comprehensive and
robust FIRC program both now and into the future.
FAA Removes Requirement to Carry Special Issuance Authorization Letters
In a direct final rule published March 22, 2012, the FAA has removed the requirement for individuals granted the
Special Issuance of a Medical Certificate to have their letter of Authorization in their possession or readily accessible
while exercising pilot privileges. This rule, which goes into effect July 20, 2012, does not change the longstanding
FAA operational requirements under 14 CFR section 61.3 regarding FAA certificates that must be carried while
exercising pilot privileges, including FAA medical certificates.
Once the rule becomes effective, paragraph (j) of 14 CFR section 67.401 will be deleted, along with the “Note” found
on FAA medical certificates under the header “Conditions of Issue,” which directs affected individuals to carry their
letter of Authorization. For more details on the new rule, go to: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-0322/html/2012-6886.htm.
Keeping an UPRighT Attitude
If you have attended one of the FAA Safety Standdowns this month, you know that Loss-of-Control is the focal point
of discussion at the seminars. No matter how LOC is defined, the fact remains that all pilots need to focus harder on
staying in control. In her FAA Safety Briefing article “Keeping an UPRighT Attitude,” Dr. Janeen Kochan explains how
Upset Recovery and Prevention Training (UPRT) can help pilots get a hold on LOC. In addition to fine-tuning stickand-rudder skills, UPRT also emphasizes teaching pilots how to maintain awareness of situations that could
contribute and lead up to LOC situations.

For more on how UPRT training can help you increase your margin of safety, be sure to read the article on page 15
of the March/April issue at: http://www.faa.gov/news/safety_briefing/. Also, check out the Safety Standdown website
(http://faasafety.gov/standdown/) to see where you can attend a free live seminar on this important topic.
Produced by the FAA Safety Briefing editors, http://www.faa.gov/news/safety_briefing/
Address questions or comments to: SafetyBriefing@faa.gov.
Follow us on Twitter @FAASafetyBrief or http://www.twitter.com/FAASafetyBrief
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SAFETY OFFICER COLLEGE 2012
The dates of the Safety Officer College
(CAPSOC) are June 11-15, 2012 with
travel days on the June 10th and 16th at
Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.
Applications will be received and
students will be selected by each Wing
Commander, and for staff officers
assigned to the region HQ, Region
Commander.
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